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Abstract 

The aim of this work is to depict the main characteristics of the optimal environmental policy un-
der endogenous terms of trade and economic growth. Here, endogenous terms of trade are in-
ferred from the price of an aggregate consumption good. Our results show that when emissions of 
a global pollutant affect the environment and, therefore, the utility of the economic agents, the op-
timal policy consists in a pollution tax on production. 
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1. Introduction 

In the last two decades many studies have tried to explain the existing trade-offs among economic growth, in-
ternational trade, and the environment (see, for example, [1]-[3]). However, from a theoretical perspective, their 
main results were based on economic models in which the terms of trade were defined as an exogenous variable. 
Therefore, the analysis of such trade-offs under endogenous terms of trade represents a missing subject in the 
economic literature. In this framework, the present analysis departs from previous ones in the modeling of the 
optimal environmental policy when we deal with both endogenous terms of trade and economic growth. Then, 
working in a simple representative agent model, we allow for the possibility that the domestic economy might 
be big enough to modify its terms of trade, where the latter are indirectly delineated by means of the price of an 
aggregate consumption good. Hence, as long as emissions of a global pollutant, coming from the production 
process of a pollution-intensive good, affect negatively the quality of the environment and, therefore, the utility 
of the economic agents, we find that the optimal policy represents a pollution tax on production. 
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2. The Basic Model 

Let us assume that there are two traded goods in the world and that the domestic economy is completely specia-
lized in the production of one of them, a pollution-intensive good, which can be consumed, invested, or traded 
overseas1. Moreover, it has the power to modify the international price of its exported good and, therefore, the 
terms of trade. Finally, it is assumed that trade is balanced, which rules out the possibility of lending or borrow-
ing from abroad. Preferences: the instantaneous utility function of the representative agent is defined as: 

( ) ( )( ),U C t Q t , where C represents an aggregate consumption good, i.e., a subutility function of the consump-
tion of both domestic and imported goods, and Q denotes a stock variable measuring the quality of the environ-
ment. Furthermore, it is assumed that the utility function is increasing and strictly concave in both of its argu-
ments, i.e., 0CU > , 0QU > , 0CCU < , 0QQU < . Finally, we assume that the sign of the cross-partial deriva-
tive between consumption and environmental quality, CQU , is ambiguous. This conveys the possibility of a 
“win-win” outcome when both the equilibrium growth rate increases and the environment improves. Production 
and Environmental quality: The production process is modeled as a linear function of the stock of physical cap-
ital, ( )( )f K t . On the other hand, given the negative effect that domestic emissions generate on the quality of 
the environment, the latter is defined as: ( ) ( )( )Q t Q E t= , where E stands for the total amount of emissions. 
Hence, assuming, for simplicity, that the emission level (in units of measurement) is proportional to the produc-
tion level, i.e., ( ) ( )( )E t f K t= , we can express Q  as: 

( ) ( )( )( ) , with = 0.K
Q fQ t Q f K t Q
f K

∂ ∂
= <

∂ ∂
                            (1) 

This implies that the quality of the environment is a decreasing function of the stock of capital. Note that as we 
focus on steady-state situations and not on the dynamic properties of the economy, the introduction of more rea-
listic functions and pollution-abatement activities does not affect qualitatively the main results of our analysis2. 

2.1. The Decentralized Path 

Now, since we abstract from any government intervention, each agent perceives the stock of the environment as 
exogenous, although Q, in the aggregate, varies over time. Therefore, in the second stage of the maximization 
process, the representative agent, who has already solved his temporal allocation problem, selects the time path 
for consumption that maximizes3 

( ) ( )( )
0

, e dtU C t Q t tρ
∞

−∫ ,                                      (2) 

subject to 
( )( ) ( ) ( )CK f K t P t C t= − ,                                   (3) 

( ) ( ) ( ), and non-negative ,CC t K t P t t∀                          (4) 

( )0 given,K                                                (5) 

where ρ  denotes the social rate of time preferences, Q  indicates that the environment is an exogenous varia-
ble, and Pc represents the price of the aggregate consumption good (i.e., a price index). Then, if we define the 
terms of trade as the relative price of the imported good in terms of the domestic one, Pc will be a positive function 
of this price4. Also, the market-clearing condition for the economy, (3), implies that the price of the domestic good 
is normalized to unity5. Therefore, the current-value Hamiltonian, dropping the time arguments, is given by: 

 

 

1It could be the case of a manufactured good that generates air pollution through its production process. 
2See, for example, [4] and [5] for a previous discussion of these arguments. 
3Note that the maximization problem is discomposed into the temporal solution, involving the choice of those goods that maximizes the 
subutility function at each period of time, and the intertemporal solution, concerning the stream of consumption that maximizes the present 
value of the utility. 
4That is, ( )C CP P p= , with 0cP p∂ ∂ > , and where p represents the terms of trade (see, for example, [6]). 
5Note that, given the absence of distorted taxes, the consolidation of firms and households in a representative composite worker-entrepreneur 
constitutes an adequate representation of the private sector. 
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( ) ( ) ( ), , , CH C K U C Q f K P Cλ λ= + −   ,                         (6) 

where λ  denotes the shadow price of capital. Hence, the first order necessary conditions for an optimal (interior) 
solution include: 

0C C
H U P
C

λ∂
= − =

∂
,                                          (7) 

( ) , with 0.K K
H f f
K

ρλ λ λ λ ρ∂
= − → = − >

∂
                       (8) 

These results are quite intuitive. From (7), the static efficiency condition, the shadow price of capital adjusted 
by the price of the aggregate consumption good must equal the marginal utility of consumption. The dynamic 
condition (8) is Ramsey’s rule, which requires that the shadow price of physical capital rises at a rate given by the 
difference between the social discount rate and the marginal product of capital. Hence, if we differentiate totally 
(7) with respect to time and substitute for λ  and λ  into (8), the standard condition for the growth rate of 
consumption can be expressed as: 

( ) ( )1 CQD C
C K

C C

UP
g f Q

c P U
ρ

η
    

= − − +    
    



 ,                        (9) 

where ( )cη  is the elasticity of the marginal utility of consumption with respect to its argument, the second term 
inside the brackets captures the effect on consumption of the evolution of the terms of trade, and the last term stands 
up for the positive or negative effect of a secular improvement in environmental quality on the consumption path. 
That is, an increase (decrease) in Q increases the marginal utility of consumption, i.e., 0CQU >  ( )0CQU < , which 
raises (drops) the incentive to consume and accumulate at all times. 

2.2. The Efficient Path 

The social planner’s problem is to select the time path of consumption decisions, assuming Q endogenous, that 
maximizes the present value of the utility. Formally, the decision maker’s problem, dropping the time arguments, 
will be to maximize the intertemporal utility function, 

( )( )( )
0

, e dtU C Q f K tρ
∞

−∫ ,                              (10) 

subject to (3), (4), and (5).Therefore, the current value Hamiltonian is given by: 

( ) ( )( )( ) ( ), , , CH C K U C Q f K f K P Cλ λ= + −   ,                      (11) 

where the first order conditions for an interior solution are: 

0C C
H U P
C

λ∂
= − =

∂
,                                 (12) 

( )K Q K
H f U Q
K

ρλ λ λ λ ρ∂
= − → = − −

∂
  .                         (13) 

Then, differentiating totally (12) with respect to time and using (13), we can express the efficient growth rate of 
consumption as: 

( ) ( )1 Q K CQ KS C
C K C

C C C

U Q U QP
g f P K

c U P U
ρ

η
     

= − + − +     
      



 .                 (14) 

Note that as KQ K Q=  , (14) and (9) differ only in the term 0Q K
C

C

U Q
P

U
 

< 
 

, which shows the adverse effect of  
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capital accumulation on the environment and, consequently, on the efficient growth path. That is, a higher level of 
emissions coming from an increase in physical capital decreases the utility associated with a given path of con-
sumption. 

2.3. Environmental Policy 

In this section we introduce a Pigovian tax-cum-subsidy scheme in order to internalize the environmental exter-
nality. Therefore, to calculate this policy, sustainable through a lump-sum transfer, we set up an ad valorem tax or 
subsidy, τ , on production ( with 0τ >  if a tax, 0<  if a subsidy) and compute the modified decentralized path. 
Hence, comparing it with the social path and solving for τ we have: 

0Q K
C

C K

U Q
P

U f
τ = − > .                                 (15) 

From (15), the optimal policy represents a pollution tax on production. This can be expressed as the modified 
ratio, via the price of the aggregate consumption good, between social marginal benefits, Q KU Q , and social 
marginal costs, C KU f , of reducing pollution. 

3. Conclusions 

In this essay we model endogenous terms of trade and economic growth in order to analyze the optimal en-
vironmental policy that maximizes social welfare. To accomplish this, we work with an AK model of eco-
nomic growth and deduce endogenous terms of trade from the price of an aggregate consumption good. Thus, 
as long as households derive utility from consumption and the environment and pollution is generated 
through domestic production, we conclude that the optimal policy consists in a pollution tax on production. 

There are many additional areas of research that could be pursued. A natural extension would be to admit 
the possibility that the environment may affect productivity. Another development implies the introduction 
of a natural resource in the production function. 
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